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coding techniques can then be used to allocate the available bandwidth to the
significant spatial information. A number of transforms such as the Hada-
mard, Fourier, Haar, Cosine and Slant could be used. Until recently, how-
ever, the real time realizations of these transformations were questionable.
The use of large numbers of logic, memory, and linear devices would be
required to process the video signal in a conventional manner. Charge-
injection device technology can be used to combine such widely diverse func-
tions as imaging, memory, and signal processing into a single device to
achieve low system cost, size, weight, and power consumption.

The process of computing the Hadamard transform requires linear com-
binations, sums and differences, of the picture information. This process
can be easil y mechanized on the focal plane of a CID image sensor by sensing
combinations of the signal charge from a number of image sensing sites
(pixels) rather than the individual pixel magnitudes.

This two-part program consisted of a design study, in which array
parameters and array/systems interface were specified, and of a fabrica-
tion and evaluation phase. The resulting video sensor is a charge injection
device (CID) solid state imager which can be operated in two modes. In
one mode the output is a conventional video signal. In the second mode the
same chip is operated in such a manner that the signal output is the Hada-
mard transform of the optical image. This result is made possibl e because
of the non-destructive readout (NDRO) capability of the CID, along with its
ability to perform repeated algebraic summations of the photon-generated
charge packets without signal mixing.

The imager consists of a 128 X 128 array of 30 micron square sensing
sites. The significant performance factors are a dynamic range of 500-to- i,
dark current density of 1 nA/cm2, high quantum efficiency (45~ @. 66~.i), and
a very narrow point spread function. The imager is capable of producing
four 1 x 4 Hadamard transforms in parallel, which are then summed to
produce a 4 x 4 area transform of each sub-picture.

The feasibility of real-time transform coding of an optical image
direc tly on a CID imager has been conclusively demonstrated.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This final report describes the General Electric Company’s efforts on a
twelve-month program for the development of a CID imager capable of per-
forming signal processing functions in addition to the imaging function.
Specifically, this CID imager produces directly a Hadamard transform of an
incident optical image and, in addition, is capable of producing a normal
video signal, when operated in ~i second mode.

This two-part program consisted of a design study, in which array param-
eters and array/systems interface were specified, and of a fabrication and
evaluation phase. The design study phase was performed, in large part, by
the Aerospace Electronic Systems Product Department, Utica, New York;
while the remainder of the work was carried out at Corporate Research and
Development, Schenectady, New York,

The design study indicated that a simple, high-density array would be
effective both as a normal imaging device and for Hadamard transform read-
out. It was possible to increase the number of array elements from 64 x 64
to 128 x 128, with performance goals unchanged, wi thin the resources of the
original contract. The performance achieved with the larger array demon-
strates that this was a proper decision. This program has demonstrated
tha t focal-plane signal proce ssing can be effectiv e, and high performance
achieved, in high-density, high quantum efficiency solid-state CID imagers.

1
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2.0 STUDY RESULTS

2.1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE OF DESIGN STUDY

The overall objective of the design phase was to specify the CID focal plane
processor chip desi gn parameters based upon overall system performance
and chip design complexity. To satisfy this objective, the study was con-
duc ted in two parts. The first part was directed at determining the interface
requirements between the CID chip and a generic system based on optimum
system performance. This effort included a comparison of one- , two- ,
and three-dimensional transform encoding, the effe ct of block size on system
perfor mance and hardware complexity, and method s of perfor ming the inverse.

The second part of the study consisted of an investigation of the various
Hada mard transform encoding technique s and transform sizes with respect
to CID chip complexity, manufacturability, and performance as a conventional
image r.

2. 2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The CID focal plane processor is a low power , small size, bandwidth com-
pression implementation approach suitable to mini-RPV applica tions. Prior
to discussing the CID implementation a brief descrip tion of the jam resistant
video data link proble m is given.

The transmission of video data from an RPV to a distant observer re-
quires a large bandwidth channel in order to protect the video information
against jamming and interference. This pro tection can be achieved by Spread
Spectrum techniques, whereby the infor mation bandwidth is spread and trans-
mitted over a wideband signalling structure and received in a correlation type
receiver. In many applications, however, the available channel bandwidth
is barely sufficient or is insufficient to t ransmit  the video signal directly.
In these cases the video information can be transmitted only after the redun-
dancy present in the original image is greatly red uced. Transfor m encoding
or block quantization has become a leading candidate for removing redundancy
in images. The underlying pri nciple of transform encoding is that the trans-
form domain representation of an image has an energy distribution that is
more compact and therefore easier to code than the spatial domain version.
This technique has been shown, via software simulation, to be capable of pro-
viding adequate bandwidth compression but requires complex signal process-
ing. Effor ts directed at hardware implementation of these complex algorithms
wi thin the severe RPV size requirement hav e met with little success.

Shown in Figure 2- 1 is a functional block diagram of a generic jam re-
sistant video data link. The system consists of an encoder located in the
RPV and a decoder located in a control aircraft  or at a ground station . The
encoder cons ists of a camera, bandwidth compression module, and a spread

2
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Figure 2- 1. Generic Ja m Resistant Video Data Link

spectrum modulator. The decoder consists of the corresponding spread
spectrum demodulator, an inverse bandwid th compression module, a video
refresh memory, and a video monitor. The bandwidth compression or trans-
form encoding module consists of a Hadamard transform processor and a
quantizer which is responsible for assigning more bits to the important co-
efficien ts and fewer bits to the less important coefficients. The compressed
di gital data is then transmitted via a spread spectrum modem implemented
using a direct pseudorandom noise sequence for frequency hopp ing or chirp
techniques. The inverse bandwidth compression modul e decodes , expands
and performs an inverse Hadamard transform to reconstruct the compressed
video signal to form a replica of the original video signal. A frame store
memory is generally required at the decoder because the picture is processed
in small blocks and to avoid display flicker during operational modes which
require frame rate reduction. These operational modes include the standard
30 fra mes/ sec for operation in a clear environment, selectable reduced
frame rates 2, 4, and 8 frames per second, and snap shot mode for operation
in heavy jamming.

2. 3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

2 . 3. 1 Baseline Jam Resistant Video Data Transmission System

The CID focal plane processor approach offers the opportunity to relieve
the size , weight, cost and power limitations imposed by the mini -RPV ap-
plications. This is accomplished by performing the transform processor
function of the transform encoder direc tly on the image plane. As discussed
in a later section, the focal plane processor can be used to implement one-
and two-dimensional transform processor algorithms resulting in a signifi-
cant simplification in two- and three-dimensional bandwidth compression
systems. The most dramatic impact in terms of transform processor hard-
ware savings and overall systems performance is realized in the implementation 
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of a hybrid interframe encoding algorithm. In this approach, a two-dimen-
sional Hadamard transform is used to remove the spatial redundancy within
a single frame while frame-to-frame redundancy is removed via a pred ictive
coding technique, namely Differential Pulse Code Modulation ( DPCM).

A functional block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2-2 . Oper-
ationally, the picture is processed in 4 x 4 subblocks. A two-dimensional
Hadamard transformation is performed on each of the subblocks in the image
plane and each of the 16 transform coefficients is encoded in the temporal
direc tion by a bank of digital DPCM encoders. The encoded frame-to-frame
transform coefficient differences are transmitted to the ground station or
control aircraft over the wideband data link. A t the receiver, each quantized
transform coefficient is combined with its predicted value to give its recon-
structed value. The 16 reconstructed transform coefficients corresponding
to a particular 4 x 4 subblock are then sent to a digital inverse Hadamard
transform processor. Since all of the transform coefficients are available
and since the Hadamard transform is its own inverse, the inverse transform
processor is simply a 16 point one-dimensional Hadamard transform which
is implemented using standard “fast” transform algorithms similar to the
FFT .

C ID IMAG ER/ A 0 ROW SUMMATION
TWO DIMENS IONAL AND

H A D A M A R D  A D PATT ERN NOISE b—’
FOCA L PLANE CANC ELLATION 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 2-2 . Baseline Jam Resistant Video Data Link
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The CID imager/transform signal processor and inverse Hadamard tran s-
form implementations are of particular significance to this study. The re-
mainder of this section is directed at summarizing these implementations.

2 . 3. 2 CID Transform Processor Implementation

Shown in Figure 2-3 are the 16 Hadamard patterns that would be applied
to a 4 x 4 subblock of pixels. The appropriate coefficients are the sum of
the applied positive and negative weighting on the intensity at each pixel. As-
suming familiarity with the basic operation of the CID imager and the charge
summation principle, an operational sequence for generating the 16 transform
coefficients is as follows: a Hadamard code generator output is such that the
array columns are driven so as to result in the application of pattern G00 to
a par ticular 4 x 4 subblock of pixels. That is, columns 1 through 4 are
driven so as to result in a positive contribution at each row output. The sum
of the row 1, 2 , 3 and 4 output s gives the G00 Hadamard coefficient.

Notice that with no change in the column drive potentials, G01 can be de-
ter mined directly simply by subtracting the sum of the outputs from rows 1
and 2 from the sum of rows 3 and 4. A similar observation can be made
concerning coefficients G02 and G03. The array column potentials are then
driven so as to resul t in the application of pattern G10 to the 4 x 4 subblock
of pixels. This pattern is used to generate coefficient s G11, G12, and G13.
In a similar manner, pat terns G20 and G30 are used to generate the remain-
ing 8 Hadamard transform coefficients.

+4+4 + 4+4 4+4+ • +4+4
+4+4 - - - -

G(O .O} • ++++ G(0.l) -.-- G(O .2) - - .— G(O , 3)
+4+4 - -_ - 4+4+

4+.. +4.. +4.. 4+.-

G ( l .0) • :::: G(l .l ) G( l ,2) • :: G( l~~3) —

4+-. --+4 +4.. -.4+

4 - _ f f - _ f  f _ _ f  4 ._ f
4- -4 f _ _ f  I -~~~~~- , • 

-4+.G( 2 .O) ~~__ ~~ G ( 2 . l )  • G~ 2 .2, • G~2.3,
.4+- +-.+ _++-

f _ f -  +.+. + . +_  4.4.

G( 3 . O)  - 6 (3 ,1) • ~~
‘ 6 ( 3 ,2) - :: 6 (3 ,3) —

- f _ f  ~~_ + -

6 ( 1 .0) - A + Bf C f D  6 ( 1 ,1) • A+B - C - D 6 ( 1 .2) • A- B- C + D B~ 1.3) • A — 8 + C — D

Figure 2-3. Two-dimensional Hadamard Patterns as Applied to a 4 x 4
Subblock of Pixels
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Although the 4 x 4 Hadamard transform can be accomplished completely
on a single CID focal plane processor chip, hardware implementation consid-
erations indicate that it can best be done by designing the imager to provide
four 1 x 4 transforms in parallel with the final row summation done digitally
after AID conversion. This issue is discussed in detail in a later section
but this decision is based primarily on the following:

• A reduction in the A/D converter speed requirement allows compati-
bility with low cost IC circuitry.

• A reduction in the dynamic range requirement for the CID output am-
plifier.

An implcmentation of this approach is illustrated in Figures 2-4 and 2-5 .
The appropriate 4 x 4 pixel subblock is selected by selecting a particular set
of four columns and four rows via the ROW SELECT and COLUMN SELECT
logic. The column drive potentials are applied at the four input s to give to the
G00 Hadamard pattern. The sum of the four pixel values of row 1 of the sub -
block is available at output pad A, of row 2 at B, row 3 at C and row 4 at D.
These four outputs are all that is necessary to generate the four Hadamard
coefficients, G00, G01, G02, and G03. This off-chip summation is illustrated
in Figure 2-5. Notice that the four coefficients are stored in a digital mem-
ory. The reason for this will be discussed shortly.

Next the column drive potentials for the selected subblock are driven
to give the G10 pattern. The four row outputs are summed off chip in the
same manner and stored. The process is repeated for the G20 and G30
patterns. At the completion of this sequence the 16 Hadamard coefficients
are stored as indicated in Figure 2-5.

The coefficients are stored because they contain pattern noise. This
noise is removed by injecting the 4 x 4 pixel block, regene rating all 16 co-
efficients in the identical manner in which the stored values are generated,
and subtracting out the pattern noise. This technique is referred to later
as “blo ck injection. ”

In summary, the CID focal plane processor implementation of a two-
• dimensional 4 x 4 Hadamard transform processor has the following desirable

features:

• Significant simplification in two-dimensional transform processor im-
plementation.

• Simple Hadamard code generation since only four codes are necessary
to generate all 16 transform coefficients.

• Easing of dynamic range requirements for the sense channels.

• Four-to one reduction in A/D converter speed requirement is compat-
ible with low cost IC devices.

6
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• Compatibility with interframe coding systems.

A variation of the above approach, described in detail in a later section,
would permit the generation of an 8 X 8 block tran sformation from four 1 x 8
outputs. This would provide more processing gain, and near ideal theoretical
coding performance at some cost in array and off-chip processing complex-
ity.

2 . 3. 3 Inverse Hadamard Transform Implementation

Several approaches for performing the inverse Hadamard transform
were considered during the study. A trade-off of the digital implementation
shown in Figure 2-6 and implementations using the General Electric pro-
prietary SCT correlator and matrix multiplier devices clearly indicate that
the digital approach is superior for this application where the size require-
ment of the decoder is not severe. The selection of this approach is based
primarily on the fact that the data is already digi tal at the input to the in-
ver se transform processor. In addition, all of the coefficient data is avail-
able for processing and two-dimensional transforms can be implemented
as extended one-dimensional transforms.

Goo G~, 602 603 6,0 G,i 6 ,2 6 13 6ao 621 622 623 630 G3~ 632 G33

~ o Fo I 3 FI~~~~II~~~2 FI3~~~o F2I F22 F23 F3o F3I F32 F3

+ - + - + — + - + - + - + + —

H 00 ~~ ~o2 ~03 
H10 H11 H12 H~3 ~2o ~21 H22 1123 1130 H31 ~32 H33

MUX

IL IH IHLHH
X 00 X01 X 02 X 03 X 10 X 11 X 12 X 13 X 20 X 21 X 22 X 23 X 30 X 31 X 32 X 33

Figure 2-6. Inverse 4 x 4 Hadamard Transform Flow Diagram

The architecture shown in Figure 2-6 is an iterative implementation
based upon a fast algorithm which gives identical stage-to-stage geometry.

8
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This results in a hardware savings in that the hardware can be reduced to a
single stage with feedback. Thus, the desired inverse transformation is
accomplished after the Hadamard coefficient data is fed back four times to the
input via the input multiplexer . Every fourth cycle the new transform data
is entered through the input multiplexer. This data, in turn, is cycled four
times during which time the previous block of pixel values are read into the
frame store memory. The transform coefficients, G~1, must be scrambled,
as shown in Figure 2-6, prior to processing to take in’fo account the order in
which they are generated by the focal plane processor.

2. 4.0 BACKGROUND

Prior to discussing implementation, it is appropriate to discuss the over-
all system problem to which the CID focal plane processor is being applied.
A single set of system requirements does not exist at this time, making exact
systems evaluation and trade-offs difficult. This section attempts to view
the jam resistant video data link problem as applied to mini-RPV applications
by describing the need for video bandwidth compression, briefly reviewing
bandwidth compression techniques, and defining a baseline generic jam resis-
tant video data link system. In addition to providing the background necessary
to better understand what the CID focal plane processor is intended to accom-
plish, the subject matter contained in this section is the basis on which later
section s are developed.

2 . 4. 1 Problem Description

Jamming margin or jam resistance is the system parameter which char-
acterizes the ability of a system to operate in a jamming environment. This
parameter can be expressed as

M~ = G~ - [Ls + (S/N) 0~t]
where

M~ = Jamming margin or interference level
above signal at which the system will
continue to operate, i. e., jam resis-
tance

G~ = Processing gain or signal-to-noise
ratio improvement as a result of
modem processing

Ls = System implementation losses

• (S/N) 0~t = Output information signal-to-noise-ratio

The ability of a system to resist enemy jamming, therefore, is related to
processing gain which can be approximated by the ratio of RF bandwidth to
information data rate. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 2-7, the task of the

• 9
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Figure 2-7 . Jam Resistance Function of Airborne
Encoder

mim-RPV encoder is to reduce the video bandwidth via image redundancy re-
duction techniques and then, using Spread Spectrum techniques, expand the
compressed video signal over a wide transmitted bandwidth. The significance
of bandwidth compression to video data transmission in a jamming environ-
ment is best illustrated by example. Consider a 256 line 30 frame/sec video
signal that has been digitized to 6 bits per picture element (pixel), 256 pixels/
line. The resultant video data rate is approximately 12 M bits/sec. Assum-
ing 20 dB processing gain is required to achieve a desired level of jam re-
sistance, a transmitted channel bandwidth of 1. 2 GHz is required. In light
of the fact that the only currently available modem for RPV applications has
a bandwidth of 20 MHz, the 256 x 256 image has little chance of surviving
enemy jamming .

An alternativ e is to reduce the bandwidth of the video by removing the
natural redundancy in the image prior to transmission. The compressed
video can then be recoded to fill in the allocated channel bandwidth. Com-
puter simulations performed at the University of Southern California have
shown that transform encoding, a bandwidth compression technique to be de-
scribed in the next section, and frame rate control can be used to reduce the
television bit rate to approximately 200 K bits/sec with only slight picture
degradation. Spreading the compressed data over a 20 megabit per second
channel provides the desired 20 dB processing gain.

The function al block diagram of a generic jam resistant video data link
• is shown in Figure 2-8. This system consists of an encoder located in the

RPV and a decoder located in a control aircraft or at a ground station. The
airborne encoder, consisting of a camera, a bandwidth compression module,
and a spread spectrum modulator, is designed to provide the observer with
the capability of varying the ratio of transmitted bandwidth to video informa-
tion data rate as a function of jamming environment. The decoder consists
of a spread spectrum demodulator , inverse bandwidth compression module,
video refresh memory and a display. The function of the decoder is to de-
code the compressed transform domain video data, perform the inverse
Hadamard transform and buffe r the reconstructed video data so as to make
it suitable for display.

10
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Figure 2-8. Generic Jam Resistant Video Data Link System

2. 4. 2 Bandwidth Reduction Techniques

As described previously, in the design of image coding systems for
digital communications channels, the primary obj ective is to minimize the
number of code bits required to reconstruct the image at the receiver.
Efficient coding of the digital image is accomplished by removal of statistical
redundancies that exist within the image . Transform, predictive, and hybrid
tran sform/predictive image coding techniques hav e been developed to exploit
intraframe spatial image redundancies.

2. 4. 2. 1 Transform Image Coding. The basic premise of transform image
coding or block quantization is that the transform domain representation of
an image has an energy distribution that is more compact and therefore easier
to efficiently cod e than the spacial domain version. Block quantization for
picture data is often viewed as coding in the “f requency ” domain. Since the
picture data is largely low frequency, it does not utilize the total bandwidth
allotted to it by resolution requirements most of the time. Thus, in the
“frequency ” domain the important components can be coded and the unir-ipor-
tant ignored or assigned fewer bits . The trivial example is that of a constant
gray level which needs only one “frequency ” domain component (DC compon-
ent) , while in the “image ” domain it needs whatever the block length is.
This does not imply, however, that elimination of the high frequency com-
ponents is the proper choice of coding, since the human eye is more sensitive
to the high frequency components. The eyes’ fidelity criteria give these em-
pirical observations a higher weight than would be given if only the standard
deviation were considered. Since the image data is two-dimensional, there
is correlation between lines as well as elements of one line. Therefore, the
block quantization techniques can be utilized in two possible ways (Figure 2-9) , - •
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Figure 2-9. Video Block Quantization

that is, one- or two-dimensional blocks. Area tran sformations are attrac-
tive because they exploit correlation in both the horizontal and vertical di-
rections but are disadvantageou s in that they are difficult to implement.

In summary, then, in transform encoding systems a one - or two-dimen-
sional linear transform of an image block is performed at the coder . The
transform coefficients are quantized and coded in accordance with a prede-
termined bit assignment and transmitted. After decoding at the receiver, an
inverse transform is taken to obtain a reconstructed image. Transforms
that have proven useful for this application include Fourier, Cosine, Hadamard,
Slant and Karhunen-Loeve. Simulation results indicate that a bit rate re-
duction to 1. 5 bits/pixel can be obtained with minimal image degradation. 1~The bit rate can be reduced further by making the transform coding system
adaptive.

2. 4. 2. 2 Predictive Image Coding. In a differential pulse code modulation
(DPCM) system, a prediction of each pixel is subtracted from its actual
value and this difference is quantized and transmitted. The prediction of a
data point is based upon a number of adjacent previously scanned pixel sam-
ples. DPCM works because the differential signal exhibits a significant re-
duction in variance as compared to the variance of the original samples.
Quantization of the data is done with a quantizer designed for the probability
density of the difference signal, making its performance sensitive to the
statistics of the source .

Thus, the basic operation of the DPCM encoder is to generate an uncor-
related signal which is then encoded by a memoryless quantizer for tran s-
mission. At the receiver , the quantized difference signal is combined with 

Iits predicted value to form the reconstructed pixel value. Basic DPCM image

1W. K. Pratt, “Spatial Transform Coding of Color Images, ” IEEE Transactions
on Communication Technology, Vol. COM-19, No. 6, December 1971,
pp. 980-992.
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coding systems provide good quality at about 3 bits/p ixel. Adaptiv e systems
in which parameters of the quantizer and predictor adapt to image content re-
quire about 2 bits/pixel. t

2 . 4. 2 . 3 Hybrid Image Codingt t Both DPC M and transform coding techniques
have been shown to exhibit some attractive characte ristics and some limita-
tions. Advantages of transform encoding system over DPCM coders include:

• Superior coding performance at lower bit rates.

• Coding degradation distributed in a manner less objectionable to a
human observer.

• Less sensitivity to data statistics (picture-to-picture variation).

• Less vulnerability to channel noise.

On the other hand, DPCM systems:

• Achieve better coding performance at higher bit rates.

• Require less complex coding hardware.

• Produce a minimal coding delay.

• Do not require a large block memory.

Hybrid coding systems that combine the attractive features of transform en-
coding and DPCM have been investigated. Two hybrid systems have surfaced
as a result of these studies. The first approach is directed at avoiding the
block memory requirement of two-dimensional transform encoders while still
retaining its attractive features. The hybrid encoder consists of a transform
encoder in series with a DPCM filter bank. In this system a one-dimensional
transform in the horizontal direction is followed by line-to-line DPCM coding
of the transform coefficients. A t the receiver, the transform coefficients are
decoded and a replica of the original video signal is reconstructed by an in-
verse transform.

In the second approach, the hybrid concept is extended to interframe cod-
ing systems, that is, systems designed to make use not only of the high
spatial correlation that exists within a single frame (intraframe) , but also
frame-to-frame correlation. In this system a two-dimensional transform is
applied to each subblock. The tran sformed signal is then encoded in the temporal
direction using a bank of DPCM encoders. Notice that this approach is similar to
the first approach in that it avoids the large memory requirement associated with

tPratt, op. cit.

? ? A . Habib!, “Comparison of the nth-order DPCM Encoder with Linear Transfor-
mation and Block Quantization Techniques,” IEEE Transactions on Communica-
tion Technology, Vol . çOM-19, No. 6, Part l, December1971, pp. 948-956 .
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performing a transform in the temporal direction in a three-dimensional en-
coding system.

2 . 5. 0 GENERIC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Several transform encoding and hybrid coding approaches for remov ing
video redundancy were discussed in the previous section. This section is
direc ted at utilizing that discussion to formulate a generic baseline jam re-
sistant video system suitable for mini-RPV applications .

The basic issue is whether the CID focal plane processor chip should be
used to implement a one-dimensional transform or a two-dimensional trans-
form on the image plane. Consider the comparison of a hybrid encoder con-
sisting of an n2 point, one-dimensional transform processor cascaded with a
bank of n2 DPCM encoders and a n X n two-dimensional transform encoder.
Clearly, both the one- and two-dimensional transformations result in a set of fl2

coefficients each of which is a linear combination of the n2 pixels. The dif-
ference between the two would be simply a matte r of notation except when pixel
subblock size and shape are considered.

2 , 5. 1 Subblock Shape Considerations

The following considerations clearly indica te that the CID focal plane k—” -

processor should be used to implement a two-dimensional transform proces-
sor:

• Two-dimensional transform encoding has exhibited bette r coding per-
formance and degradation characteristics, is less sen sitive to data
sta tistics, and is less vulner able to channel noise than the hybrid sys-
tem.

• As described in Section 2-6 , the CID two dimensional Hadamard trans-
form processor implementation does not require a large block of memory
as do othe r two-dimensional processors.

• Pixel subblock shape investigation by Wirtz~ indic ates that transform-
ing two-dimensional arrays rather than one-dimensional arrays yields
slightly better performance.

• A two-dimensional transform encoder allows the flexibility for exten-
sion to interframe encoding, either three-dimensional or a hybrid
system consisting of a two-dimensional transform in a series with a
temporal DPCM.

tP . A. Wirtz , “Transform Picture Coding, ” Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 60,
No. 7, July 1972 , pp. 809-819 .
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2 . 5. 2 Subblock Size Considerations

Mean-square error performance improves with increasing n since the
number of correlations increases with n. However, most pic tures contain
significant correlation between pixels for only 16 to 20 adjacent pixels. ‘~ In
fact, in the Hadamard case a point of diminishing return is reached for n>8. tt
Even smaller n, say n 4, does not significantly increase the error.

When subjective quality is the criterion, performance is essentially in-
depe ndent of n for n 5 4. ~ Since the number of computations per pixel is pro-
portional to n, 4 x 4 is a reasonable choice for picture subblock size.

Thus, depe nding upon the performance criterion, the optimum subblock
size is 4 x 4 or 8 x 8. The choice of 4 x 4 as the block size, for the jam resis-
tant video transmission system and the CID focal plane processor chip, is based
on hardware implementation considerations. As described in Section 2 . 6, the
realization of a 4 x 4 CID focal plane processor is the least complex .

2. . 3 Baseline Jan-i Resistant Video Data Link System

Figure 2-10 shows a functional block diagram of the baseline jam resis-
ta nt video transmission system. The hybrid in terframe encoder is selected
as ba seline . Although temporal compression has no effect on the CID two-
di mensional transform processor implementation, it is included to satisfy
the demand for increased jamming margin in mini-RPV systems. The choice
of the hybrid system over a three-dimensional transform encoder is based
solely on the significant memory requirement imposed by the la tter.

Referring to Figure 2-10, the pic ture is processed in 4 x 4 subblocks.
A two-dimensional Hadamard transformation is performed on each of the
subblocks and each of the 16 transform coefficients is encoded in the tem-
poral direc tion by a bank of digital DPCI\ T encoders. The encoded frame-to-
frame transform coefficient differences are transmitted to the ground station
or control aircraft over the wideband data link. At the receiver , the quan-
ti zed transform coefficient is combined with its predicted value to giv e its
reconstructed value. The 16 reconstructed transform coefficients correspond-
ing to a particular 4 x 4 subblock are then sent to a digital inverse Hadamard
t ransform processor. Since all of the transform coefficients are available,
the inverse transform processor is simply a 16 point one-dimensional
Hadamard transform which can be implemented using standard “fast” trans-
fo rm algorithms similar to the FFT.

lWirtz , op. cit.

ttN. Ahmed , T. Nataraj an, and K. R. Rao, “Discrete Cosine Transform, ”
IEEE Transactions on Computers, Vol . C-23, No. 1, January 1974,
pp. 90-93.
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Figure 2-10 . Baseline Jam Resistant Video Data Link

2. 6. 0 FOCAL PLANE PROCESSING

This section describes the CID focal plane processor implementation of
the desired two-dimensional Hadamard transform processor. The initial
discussion reviews basic CID operation and introduces the basic principles
which allow the CID imager to be compatible with “ on chip ” one -dimensional
Hadamard proces sing. The remainder of this section concentrates on the
ext ension of the one -dimensional tr an sform approach t o two dime nsions and
the desired 4 x 4 Hadamard realizati~~ . In addition , a brief description of
an 8 x 8 Hadamard implementation is given.

2. 6. 1 CID Imager - Operational Description

A discu ssion of the opera tion of cur rently configured sensors will begin
ba sed on Figure 2-11. A s shown, each light-sensitive site consists of two
coupled potent ial wells, one of which is cont rolled by an X, or row address,
and the other by a Y, or column address. The portion of the well with the
greatest depth will contain the accumulated charge. Therefore, by ~roper
control of the address voltages, cha rge can be t ransfer red bet ween row
and column segments of the site. Finally, if voltage is removed f’-’om
both section s of the site, the char ge will be ~~jected into the substrate.
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Readout of such structures can be called column readout and is accom-
plished in the followin g manner. Integration of charge is done in the row po-
tential wells. Initially, assume row X 3 is in the same mode as the other
rows and that all switches are open. If the S-control switches are now
closed, the column capacitances will be established at voltage V5. after
which S1 is opened and the column lines float at V~ . Secondly, the video
amplifier input line is reset to \7

~ by closin g the reset switch momentarily.
Initial conditions are now set for signal readout. Preparat ion for readout
of row X 3 can be made by transferring the charge under the column elec-
trodes as shown in the figure. This, in turn, will induce a voltage change
in the column lines which were left floating at V5. Finally, readout is
achieved by sequentially scanning the volta ges of the column lines by closure
of the switching between those lines and the video amplifier input. A reset

• function is performed between each column sample by ciosure of the reset
switch, thus re-establishing the video amplifier to V~ .

Some comments are appropriate with respect to this method of readout.
It has bee n demons t ra ted succe ssfully in operable devices; however, there
are several sources of error in this technique, for which a newly conceived
row readout method should provide improvement. First , the signal output
is a rela tively small increment which is superimposed on the value of Vy and
must be recovered external to the chip by sample and hold techniques.
Secondly, the signal can be infl uenced by KTC effects of the three switching
functions used in the readout cycle. Finally, array nonuniformities
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are not suppressed. It is an awareness of these effects which led to the con-
ception of a row readout method to be described later.

A final comment is appropriate with re spect to readout. At the conclu-
sion of the above description, the signal charge was left under the column
elec trodes. Several demonstrated option s exist after readout. The signifi-
cant aspect is tha t the video inf ormation ha s been ext racted fr om the device
wi thout loss of the stored information. For the normal imager , the row
voltage is raised and the charge is injected in preparation for the next
integration period. It can, however, be t ran sferred back unde r the
row and retained, thus providing a nondestructive readout capability . This
mode ha s been demonstra t ed where over 300, 000 readout opera tions were
conducted on a single stored image with a signal charge loss of less than two
carriers per pixel, per readout .

The connotation, “ parallel inject ion, ” is used to imply that injection is
done for a group of si tes simultaneously as opposed to a per site injec tion

• operation. Commonly, this is done for a full row during blanking time fol-
lowing readout of that row.

All solid state imagers (CIDs and CCDs) have been limited in dynamic
range by a fixed spat ial noise back ground caused by variations in structure I

• and the readout process, not by temporal noise. A CID-compatible row
readout method, conceived by General Elect ric , in principle should result
in complete cancellation of these fixed pa ttern effe cts through the use of

• differen tial techniques. Additional advanta ges of the method are eliminat ion
of KTC effects and availability of a direct video output from the chip with

• associated simplificat ion of the ex ter n al video amplifier. Finally, these
techniques are compatible to one-dimensional “ on chip ” transform processing
with par ticular emphasis on the Hadamard transform.

One approach toward mechani z ing this technique is illustrated in
Figure 2-12 . The vertical scanner sequentially connects on adjacent pair of
row lines to the differential inputs of the video amplifier. Af t er row selection,

• both lines are reset to a refe 1 -~nce and allowed to float . The RESTORE switch
is th en opera ted to absorb the NT C offset voltage across the R ESTORE capaci-
tor. The video signal is then assembled by sequentially transferring the
cha rge from the columns to the row electrodes. As each column transfers
its charge, the amplifier output is a measure of the difference in charge
transferred to the two rows. In the normal sequence one row will be empty,
having just previously been cleared of signal ( injected) . Note that all para-
sitic switching effects are seen as common-mode signals by the amplifier and
can be effe ctively rejected. The predominant source of interference is the
parasitic coupling of the column drive voltage to the rows being sensed. This
effe ct would be attenuated by the amplifier CMRR.  This method measures
the diffe ren ce be tween adjacent ar r ay lines, the addressed line ‘vith signal
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charge minus the previously readout line after signal charge injection. This
allows cancellat ion of fixed pattern noise caused by column drive level diffe r-
ences and coarse variations in arra y structu re . Complete cancellation could
be effec ted by delaying the out put from the addre ssed line for one line scan
interval before subtracting the output from the empty array line. Further re-
duction could be effected by superimposing the rise and fall times of the
column voltages; that is, have the charge t ran sfer from the column electrode
coincident with the charge being transferred out of the preceding column.
Thus, the two inter feri ng signals would ten d to cancel each other . It is im-
portant to note that this scanning method forms a continuous video signal as
the columns are scanned- -the sampling function is inherent in the readout and
need not be mechanized externally. This greatly simplifies sensing and re-
duces noise bandwidth . An additional advantage is the fact that the comb thation
of injection during horizontal blanking and differential readout virtually elim-
inates blooming of the displayed image.

The advantages of this technique (pattern noise cancellation, KTC noise
elimination, inherent signal sampling, and antiblooming) apply if the row

19
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signals result from reading the sum of a number of image pixel s as well as to
the reading of a single image pixel. The method that would be used to obtain

• a row voltage that is proportional to the sums (and differences) of a number of
image pixels is illustrated in Figure 2-13. At the beginning of a readout
operation, the signal charge at some of the sites is stored under the
column electrodes (qi and q2) and at other locations along the same row
the signal is stored under the row electrodes (q3 and q4). The row is reset to
the reference voltage under this bias condition. If voltage is then removed
from the first two column electrodes, char ge packets qi and q~ will trans fer
to the row electrodes. At the same time, voltage can be applied to the third
and fourth columns causing charge packets q3 and q4 to transfer from the row
elect rodes to the column electrodes. The net change in row voltage is pro-
portional to the sum of charge transferred (qi + q2 - q3 - q4). The summation
operation is cont rolled by the pattern of drive voltage changes applied to the
column electrodes.

V
2 

V 2 0 0

I I I

~~~1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~=-~~~~~~~L~~~ I L ~~~~~~
q 2 q 3

0 0 V2 V 2

_ _  
J~ c~~ ~L~

ç 
~~ ~~~~~~~~~

c

q 3 q 4

Figure 2-13. Image Plane Summation Principle

2 . 6. 2 One-dimensional Hadamard Transform CID Focal Plane Processor

A one-dimensional Hadamard transform mechanization is as shown in
Figure 2-14. The code generator is used to apply appropriate voltage changes
to the column electrodes to obtain the indicated sums on the row lines. The
differential row readout technique is used with this transform imager to also
achieve low spatial and temporal noise. A restore operation is required be-
tween each transform point (not a reset operation) . KTC noise elimination is
conserved.

In the process of taking an image transform, the signal charge at each
pixel is read out repeatedly, once for each transform value. For an N-wide
transform, the signal recovered after taking the inverse transform is N times
the signal at each pixel. The result of this repeated readout operation is a
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form Implementation

signal-to-noise improvement of /N. Since KTC noise can be eliminated by
using the row readout technique, amplifier noise will be the dominant tern-
poral noise source. Noise levels of a few hundred carriers should be easily
obtained, the specific value dependent on transform size, array size, pixel
rate and amplifier de sign.

2. 6. 3 Two-dimensional Hadamard CID Focal Plane Processor

The traditional approach to taking a two-dimensional Hadamard transform
is to take advantage of the separable property of the Hadamard kernel. This
property allows the two-dimensional transform to be realized by taking two
consecutive one-dimensional transforms. That is, a one-dimensional trans-
form is applied to each row in the block followed by a one-dimensional trans-
form applied to the columns of that result.

Figure 2-15 is a block diagram of an interframe encoding system using
a two-dimensional transform for removing vertical and horizontal correla-
tion within a subblock of the sampled image array. Ignoring the high speed
A/D converter issue for the moment, a limitation of this approach is the
auxiliary memory requirement for storing the intermediate one-dimensional
transform coefficients of each block of each row. The size of this memory is
sign ificant in that it is a function of the size of the block in the vertical di-
rection and the number of resolution elements in a row. In fact, as shown
in Figure 2-15, twice this memory size is required. In light of these ob-
servations the only viable approach for implementing a two-dimensional
Hadamard transform for mini-RPV applications is the CID focal plane processor.
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Figure 2-15. Conventional Hybrid Two-dimensional Hadamard / Frame-to-
Frame DPCM Interframe Encoder

The solution to the problem of pe rforming a two-dimensional Hadamard
transform on the focal plane depends primar ily on two issues:

• Column Symmetry

• Pattern Noise Cancellation

The first property is most important because if column symmetry does
not exist then extending the one-dimensional concept to two dimensions is not
possible. As discussed earlier, the Hadamard coefficients are generated
at the row outputs by driving the array column in a prescribed manner . In
other words, given a subblock size, all of the columns must have the same
sign or be different by a minus sign along the row. This is illustrated in
Figure 2- 16 . Pattern (a) is allowed because all of the elements of each
column have a common sign. Pattern (b ) is not allowed because columns 1
and 3 cannot be driven positive and negative simultaneously. Pattern (c) is
allowed because the columns can be driven + - + - and the desired output on
row 2 can be obtained by inverting the output.

+ - +-  + - + -

+ — + —  — - - -  - - 4 - — +
-f — -f — + — + —

+ - + —

ALLOWED NOT ALLOWE D ALLOWED

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2-16. Column Symmetry

Fortunately, column symmetry does exist . Shown in Figure 2-17 are the
16 Hadamard patterns that would be applied to a 4 x 4 subblock of pixels. The
appropriat e coefficients are the sum of the applied positive and negative weight-
ing on the intensity at each pixel. Referring to Figure 2- 17, notice that col -
umn symmetry exists for all 16 patterns.
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Figure 2-17 . Two-dimensional Hadamard Patterns as Applied to a 4 x 4
Subblock of Pixels

An operational sequence for generating the 16 Hadamard transform co-
efficients is as follows. The Hadamard code generator output is such that
the array columns are driven so as to result in the application of pattern
G00 to a particular 4 x 4 subblock of pixels. That is, columns 1 through 4
are driven so as to result in a positive contribution at each row output. The
sum of the row 1, 2, 3, and 4 outputs give the G00 coe fficient. Notice that
with no change in the column drive potential s, G01 can be determined simply
by subtracting the sum of the outputs from rows 3 and 4 from the sum of
row s 1 and 2. A similar observation can be made concerning coefficients
G02 and G03.

The array column potentials are then driven so as to result in the ap-
plication of pattern G10 to the 4 x 4 pixel subblock. This pattern is used to
generate coefficients G10, G11, and G12 and G13, Similarly, patterns G20 and
G~ are used to generate the remaining 8 Hadamard transform coefficients.

As discussed earlier, the two-dimensional Hadainard transform focal
plane processor approach is not complete unless provision is made for re-
ducing pattern noise. Two methods for achieving pattern noise cancellation
are attractive, namely:

(1) the block injection method, and

(2) the calibrate frame method.
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In the first method the transform coefficients are generated as described
above and stored. The 4 x 4 pixel subblock is then injec ted and 16 reference
transform coefficients are generated on the injected block . The refe rence
coefficients are then subtracted from the corresponding tran sform coeffi-
cients resulting in the cancellation of the pattern noise contained in each
coefficient. The calibrate frame approach is similar to the block injection
method in that pattern noise is canceled by subtracting a reference coeffi-
cient generated on an injected block fr om the corresponding noisy coefficient .
The difference, howeve r, is that this technique exploits the fact that pattern
noise does not change appreciably with time. Thus, in the calibrate frame
mode of operation, a complete single frame of reference coefficient s is
transmitted to the ground or control aircraft based decoder. The noisy
t rans form coefficients are then generated as described above, transmitted ,
and reconstructed. The pattern noise contained in the reconstructed coefficient
is canceled by subtracting the coefficient from the stored reference. This
procedure is continued except that periodically (once every hour or so) the
reference is updated.

An implementat ion of this approach, assuming the block injection method
of pat tern noise cancellat ion, is shown in Figures 2-18 and 2-19. The appro-
priate 4 x 4 pixel subblock is chosen by selecting a particular set of four
columns and four rows via the ROW SELECT and COLUMN SELECT logic. The col-
umn driv e potential s are applied at the four inputs to give the G00 Hadamard
pattern, where the primed coefficients have not been corrected for pattern
noise. The four row outputs available at pads A, B, C, and D are used to
simultaneously generate coefficients G~0, G~j, G~2, G~3, This off-chip sum-
mation is shown in Figure 2-19 . Notice that the four coefficients are stored

ROW S U M M A T I O N
A N D  P A T T E R N  N O I S E

C A N C E L L A T I O N  LOGIC

A C D  OUTPUTS

~Uft
_
____ 

ROW SEL ECT

INPUTS

COLUMN SELECT

Figure 2-18. 4 x 4 CID Focal Plane Processor Mechanization
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Figure 2-19 . 4 x 4 Hadamard - R ow
Summation and Pattern
Noise Cancellation Logic

in a digital memory consistent with the requirement of the block injection
method of pattern noise cancellation.

Next, the column drive potent ials for the selected subblock are dr iven
to give the Gj0 pattern. The four row outputs are summed off chip in the sam e
manner and coefficients Gj 0, G11, G12 and Gj 3 are stored. This process is
repea ted for the G~0 and G~ patterns. At the completion of this sequence the
16 noisy Hadamard coefficients are stored as shown in Figure 2-19 .

The selected 4 x 4 pixel subblock is then injected and all 16 transform
coefficients, G’, are generated in an identical manner over the injected
subblock. As each referen ce coefficient , G*, is generated it is subtracted
from the corresponding coefficients and difference G is sent to the appro-
priate DPCM encoder for transmission. This sequence of operations is
shown in Figure 2-20 .

This implementation is applicable to the calibrate frame method except
that the 16 memory cells are not required since the uncanceled coefficients
are transmitted to the decoder where cancellation takes place. As indicated
in Figure 2-21, this approach results in a four to one reduction in sample
processing rate relative to the original pixel rate of the imager.

Several observations can be made concerning the implementation shown
in Figures 2-18, 2-19, 2-20 , and 2-2 1. First of all, this development is
not meant to imply that the complete two-dimensional transform cannot be
implemented completely on a single CID imager processor chip, because a
single chip realization is possible. There are, however, advantages to de-
signing the imager to perform four 1 x 4 transforms in parallel with the final
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Figure 2-20 . Sequence of Operations - Block Injection Method
of Pattern Noise Cancellation

Time

~~ 6t5 Rt~ lOt 5 12t 5 l4t5 16t5

G3~
G3~
G3~

t~ - pixel sample rate 2 MHz
- uncancelled coefficient

Figure 2-2 1. Sequence of Operations - Calibrate
Frame Method of Pattern Noise
Cancellation

row summation done off chip. Fir st of all, the CID imaging chip is designed
to operate at a 2 MHz sample rate. This means that a single chip implemen-
tation using the calibrate method of pattern noise cancellation would re-
quire a 2 MHz A/n  converter at the input to the DPCM. If the block
injection method were implemented, the A/ D converter speed require-
ment w ould double. A review of A iD conve rter availability indicates that
at 2 MHz and abov e either the converter is large or expensive. As shown
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in Figures 2-20 and 2-2 1, the parallel output implementation results in a two—
to-one and a four-to-one decrease in AID converter speed requirement. This
reduction in A/D converter speed requirement allows compatibility with low
cost IC circuitry and allows the CID chip to be operated at a slower rate.

A second consideration which makes the parallel implementation attrac-
tive is the dynamic range requirement for the CID output amplifier is re-
duced. That is, each of the four amplifiers mu st hand e  the sum of four
pixel values, whereas in the single chip realization the dynamic range of the
output amplifier would have to cove r the sum of all 16 pixels.

2. 6. 3. 1 An 8 x 8 Had&mard Transform Implementation on the Focal Plane.
The following discussion describes an 8 x 8 two-dimensional CID focal plane
Hadamard transform implementation, illustrating how the basic 4 x 4 tech-
nique can be extended to larger subpicture block sizes. There is evidence
that no substantial improvement in performance is obtained for the Hadamard
transform for subpicture sizes greater than 8 x 8.~

Figure 2-22 shows eight of the 64 possible Hada mard patterns that would
be applied to an 8 x 8 subblock of pic ture elements. The appropriate co-
efficients are the sum of the negative and posi tive weighting on the intensity
at each pixel. A CID irnager chip designed to implement the 8 x 8 directly
would follow an operational sequence completely analogous to that described
previously concerning the 4 x 4 Hadamard implementation. A direct imple-
mentation, however, would require eight row sense amplifiers , thus present-
ing hardware implementation difficulties. The following paragraphs de-
scribe how an 8 x 8 Hadamard transform can be implemented using the same
basic structure as the 4 x 4 chip, that is, using 4 four-input code control
lines and four row outputs. The approach, therefore, is to investigate the symme-
tries of the 8 x 8 transform patt ern, the objective being to generate 8 x 8 from two
4 x 8 transforms.

Cons ider fir st the task of driving the eight columns of the 4 x 8 block
so as to apply the appropriate Hadamard pattern. Notice from Figure 2-22
that the symmetry of the generating patterns (leftmost column) is such that
all that is required is that an inver ter stage be added between each group of
four columns. The modification to the basic 4 x 4 chip is illustrated in
Figure 2-23. Notice that this minor modification allows 32 of the 64 or 1/2
of the total number of Hadamard coefficients to be generated.

The symmetry that allows the remaining 32 patterns to be calculated
can be seen from the top row of 8 X 8 transform coefficient patterns in Fig-
ure 2-22 . The difference between the first eight coefficients across the row
and the second eight is that the lower 4 x 8 block weightings diffe r by a

~ N. Ahmed, T. Natarajan, and K. R . Rao, “Discrete Cosine Transform, ”
IEEE Transactions on Computers, Vol. C-23, No. 1, January 1974,
pp. 90-93 .
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Figure 2-22. 8 x 8 Hadamard Transform Patterns

fac tor of -1. That is, comparing the first pattern with the fi fth pattern in the
top row of Figure 2-22 , it is seen that the result obtained by applying the
appropriate pixel pattern to the lower 4 x 8 block in the first pattern differs
only in sign from the result require-~ by the lower 4 x 8 block in the fifth
pattern. Thus, the result need only be cal culated once.

The operational sequence is to ~elect the upper 4 x 8 of the 8 x 8 subblock
by addressing the appropriate ROW SELECT lines. Eight columns are
selec ted by addressing the appropriate two adjacent COLUMN SELECT lines.
With the inverter control off , an all-positive pattern is applied at the input
resulting in a 4 x 8 block of positive pixel weightings. The four partial Hada- 

-

mard transform coefficients are calculated and stored in the same manner as de-
scribed in the 4 x4 implementation. In fact, as shown in Figure 2-24, the off-chip
row summation logic is identical. Now, without changing the input pattern,
the appropriate inverters are turned “ on” resulting in the application of the
fi fth pattern in the leftmost column (see Figure 2-22 )  to the same upper
4 x 8 pixel subblock. The four partial Hadarnard results are generated in
the same manner. This procedure is continued until all 32 unique upper
4 x 8 results are obtained and stored.
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Figure 2-24. 8 x 8 1-ladamard Transform - Row Summation
and Pattern Noise Cancellation Logic
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The upper 4 x 8 is then injected and the 32 required reference values are
generated and pa ttern noise cancellation is achieved as shown in Figure 2-24 .

The lower 4 x 8 block is then addressed via the ROW SELECT logic
and the identical proced ure is followed for generating the 32 patt ern noise -
free results. At this point in the sequence the upper and lower results
correspondin g to the f irst  four columns (32 coefficients) in Figure 2-22 are
stored. As shown in Figure 2-24 , all 64 coefficients are then generated by
addi ng and subtracting the lower 4 x 8 results from the upper 4 x 8 results.

In summary, it is possible to perform FFT type operations on the focal
plane to realize larger subblock transforms. The 8 x 8 subblock transform
provides more processing gain and near theoretical coding performance at
the same expense in array and off- chip complexity.

2. 7. 0 INVERSE HADAMARD TRANSFORM APPROACHES

Several approaches for performing the inverse Hadamard transform were
considered during the study. A digital iterative implementation is compared
to two sampled analog implementations using the General Electric proprietary
SCT correlator and matrix multiplier devices, a comparison which indicates
that the digital approach is superior. The major reason is that the data is
digital at the input to the inverse transform processor.

The three approaches are described in the following paragraphs. It
should be noted that all three implementations take advantage of the fact that
all of the coefficient data are available for processing and the 4 x 4 inverse
Hadamard tran sform can be implemented as a 16 point one-dimensional
transform.

2 . 7. 1 SCT Correlator implementation

The SCT correlator t is a surface charge device capable of correlating
an analog waveform with a digital reference. This is a very powerful signal
processing technique because it performs parallel analog summation oper-
ations under digital control at high data rates. A cor relator st ructure with
parallel digital input capability is diagrammed in Figure 2-2 5. The inverse
transform operation would be mechanized by loadin g the 16 two-dimensional
transf orm coefficients into analog storage and then successively apply ing
the 16 Hadamard binary patterns to the digital inputs. A correlator would
be the preferred approach for performing the inverse transform function for
a wide transfor m; however, its use does not appear to be just if ied for this
particular application for two reasons. First , the transform coefficients

tJ . J. Tiemann , W. E. Engeler, and R. D. Baertsch, ‘A  Surface Charge
Correlator , ” IEEE Journal of Solid State Circuits, Vol. SC-9 , No. 6,
December 1974 , pp. 403-410.
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are available from the data link in digital form and the frame store memory
would most likely be digital. The use of a correlator would require D/A
conversion prior to the inver se t ransform oper at ion, and A/D conversion
following that operation. Secondly, the size of the inverse transform com-
putation, 16 additions/subtractions, is small enough to be easily mecha nized
in digital form with existing MSI circuitry.

2. 7. 2 Matrix Multiplier Implementation

A family of CCD matrix mul tiplier chips is currently under development
at the General Electric Company ’s Research and Development Center.
This family is being developed to eliminate the complicated peripheral
circuitry of previously considered CCD transform signal processing ap-
proaches. In addition , the signal processing operation s are all performed
in parallel so that extremely high speeds (comp lete transform in 100 nano-
seconds) are possible. The family will require essentially no clock drivers,
and output circuits a r e  all on chip. The basic multiplier module will be
16 x 16 elements and will perform the mathematical operation

Vout( 1) W 1, 1 Wi, 2. - . . W1, 16 Vj n
(1)

Vout (2) = W2, 1 Vin (2)

Vout(16 ) W16, ~ Vin
( 16)

That is, a column vector of input voltages will be multiplied by a matrix of
fixed weights (on chip) to yield a column vector of output voltages simulta-
neously (see Figure 2-26) .  For this application the weights W~ are the
appropriate 1 and -l weights required by the inverse Hadamarcl transform.

The comments concerning the suitability of the SCT correlator approach
also apply to the matrix multiplier approach.

ANALO G IN

____________________________________ I N V E R S E  
V IN (l ) — j ]-----

~~
VOUT (I)

[V u I6 ) V( t~5) V( t I4 ) V(:2) v U~) HADAM A R D VIN ( 2 )  

~~~~ M U L U PLY 
~~~~ V~~~(3)

~ 
REFERENCE 

V IN (I6H
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J~~~~~V OUT (I6)

HADA MARD CODE GENERATOR I COMPUTE

Fi gure 2-25. Modified SCT Correlator Figure 2-26.  Basic Matrix Multiply
Chip
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2 . 7. 3 Digital Iterative Implementation

Figure 2 -27 sho ws an itera tive implement ation based upon a fa st algori thm
which gives identical stage-to-stage geometry. This results in a hardware
savings in that the hardware can be reduced to a single stage with feedback.
Thus the desired inverse transform is accomp lished af ter the Hada mard co-
efficient data are fed back to the input via the input multiplixer four times.
Every fourth cycle the new t ransform da ta are en tered through the input
multiplixer. These data , in turn , are cycled four times during which time
the previous block of fixed values are read into the frame store memory.
The transform coefficients , ~~ must be scra mbled, as shown in Figure 2-27 ,
prior to processing to take into account the order in which they are generated
by the focal plane processor.

Goo Goi 602 603 6yj G11 ~~ 6 p 3 620 6 21 6 22 623 630 631 6 32 6 33

F00 F01 F02 F03 F10 F11 ~2 F13 F20 F21 F22 F23 F30 F31 F32 F33

MUX 
L

~

H
OOT 

H
01f 

HO2IHO3I H101 HIIf HI2J HI31HZO~1 HZIfH2~
’
H23

’
j~H3(~~ H3IIH I 

H33-1~ MUX

I L L L N H H L I I H IX 00 X0~ X02 X0~ X 10 XII X 12 X 13 X20 X21 X 22 X~~ X30 X31 X 32 X33

Figure 2-27. Inverse 4 x 4 Hadamard Transform Flow Diagram
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3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3. 1 CID ARRAY DESIGN

3. 1. 1 Cell Layout

Figure 3-1 shows the 1.2 x 1.2 mu cell layout of the 128 x 128 sensor.
The thick-thin oxide boundary is dashed , the lower conductor (N-doped poly-
silicon) crosshatched, and the upper level (N-doped polysilicon) conductor is
shown in solid outline. The lower level poly -thin ox ide capacitor ha s an
area of 0. 21 mu 2 and the upper level poly-thin oxide capacitor has an area
of 0. 28 mil2. Sin ce the upper level capacitor ha s a thicker dielectric than
the lower level capaci tor , the char ge stora ge capaci ty of each electrode is
approxima tely the same, 1. 9 x 106 carriers. Depletion capacitance loading
limits the maximum output charge to 1. 5 x 106 carriers.

Both levels of N-doped polysilicon conductors have a sheet resistivity of
approximately 10 .n. per square. An alternative approach is to substitute
metal-oxide for the pol ysilicon on the upper level. This would result in
higher sensitivity since the metal-oxide is highly transparent.

~~~I.2MILS -~~

~~.
__ i I_-i _i I

~1 J lIP 
l.2MILS

~~
= --1

__

Figure 3-1. Cell Layout

3. 1. 2 A rray Layout

The array (Figure 3-2) contains 128 rows and 128 columns, selected by
groups of four on both the horizontal and ve rtical axes. Since this ar ray was
de signed for sequential readout of the image subblocks, selec tion is by means
of scanning registers. In operation, a logical “ one ” would be entered into
each scanning register and shifted as required to select the desired subgroup.
The column drive lines, E1 through E4, would then be driven to obtain four
transform outputs in parallel.
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In addition to the 128 activ e rows, an additional row is available to pro-
vide differential cancellation of column drive interfe rence. This compensa-

- tion row is selected for every row address and cleared when every row is cleared.

The five on-chip MOSFET preamplifiers, shown at the lower right of
Figure 3-2, are optional. By means of photo-mask selection, these devices
can be bypassed should off-chip preamplification be desired.

Site size is 1. 2 x 1. 2 mils, giving an active sensing area of 153. 6 x
153. 6 mils. Overall chip size is approximately 200 x 200 mils (5 x 5 mm).

3. 1. 3 Array Parameters

The calcula ted array elect rical parameters for the 12 8 x 128 format are
shown in Table 3- 1.

Table 3-1

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

Cell Storage Capacity 1. 9 x 106

Saturation Output Charge 1. 5 x 106 ( .24  pC)

Distributed Row Capacitance (C now ) 6 pF

Sense Line Capacitance (C s) 12 pF

Distributed Row Resistance 3. 9 K
Row Select Transistor Resistance 4K

3. 2 . 0 SYSTEM LOGIC AND TIMING

The timing diagram for transform readout shown in Figure 3-3 is gener-
ated by the logic diagram shown in Figure 3-4 . Block 1 is a voltage controlled
oscillator which has two clock outputs, one fixed and one variable. Block 2
switches between the two clocks. The outputs of counter 3 are the clock fre-
quency divided by 2 and divided by 8. Gates 4-8 select which of the two frequen-
cies to be fed into counter 9. Its outputs are used as inputs for the PROM.
The PROMs are 32 words of 8 bits each. The switching of counter frequencies
allows generation of the first 16 words at low frequency and the second 16 word s
at high frequency, thus allowing more precise placement of the signals for in-
ject ion, reset, etc.

One of the PROM outputs is a pulse labeled 0. The rising edge of this
pulse turns off a phase line and the falling edge of the pulse turns on the other
phase line. This is done by using the pulse as the clock input to a positive
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ed ge-triggered fli p -flop ( 14) , while inverting the pulse and using it as the clock
input to another positive edge-triggered flip-flop (15) . Both noninverted outputs
are NA NDed, giving Oi, while the inverted outputs are NANDed, giving 0~.
Blocks 22, 23 are drivers as are blocks 24, 25, 30-38, and 40, thus provid-
ing the required voltage levels needed for the chip.

• The counter 9 output, which cycles once every PROM interval, is divided
by 32 to give one pulse every line. This is NANDed with the 0 signal. Then
01\T and are generated the same way as 0j~ and 02H. The once-a-line
pulse is also used to generate Hin. When 02fl turns off while the once a line
pulse is on, the output of fli p-flop 30 turns on. The next time that 02H turns
off , the once-a-line pulse is off , so the fli p-flop output is off . The flip-flop ’ s
inverted output is then used as ~~~ The once-a-line pulse is divided by 32 ,
to give a pulse once every frame. This signal is used to genera te Vin in the
same way as Hin wa s generated.

All the other necessary signals are from PROM outputs driv en by 32
through 38 and 40, to give the necessary levels. RESTORE and SAMPLE
are sent directly t o swit ches on the sense amplifie r side of the camera.

The assembled tran sform readout camera board is shown in Figure 3-5.
Logic, timing, and drive circuit s are to the left of the 2 8 PI N imager packa ge
(center white ceramic package), and the four video amplifiers to the right.

Logic and timing diagrams for the normal readout camera are shown in
Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7, re spectively.

—
I’
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Figure 3-5. Camera Ci rcuit Board
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Figure 3-7 . Timing Diagram for Normal Readout

3. 3. 0 VIDEO SIGNAL RECOVERY

The four parallel video amplifier channels have been shown in functional
diagram form in Figure 3-2 . During readout a 4 X 4 subblock is selected, 4
columns by the horizontal scanning register, and 4 rows by the vertical scan-
ning register. A compensation row is always selected to allow the column drive
voltage, which couples to the row con ductor s, to be cancelled by the differen-
tial amplifiers.

The readout sequence then proceeds as follows:

1. All rows are reset to a reference volta ge, RVD , and allowed to float.
2. The KTC offset noise is removed by operating the RESTORE switches

to acquire samples of the offset voltages across the restore capacitors.
3. The column conductors are driven through connections E 1, E2, E3, and

E4 either in a time sequential (Normal Readout) or Walsh code (Trans-
form Readout) manner to transfer signal charge to and from the row
electrodes. The restore switches are operated between each column
drive voltage change to provide the proper zero reference.

4. Af ter all data from either the addressed block (Transform Readout)
or addressed rows ( Normal Readout) has been read out, that section
of the array is cleared of signal charge by driving the injection
transistors (IG & ID) and the appropriate column conductors to cause
signal injection. The video amplifiers would be disconnected during
the injection operation by switching off gate DG.
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A detailed schematic diagram of one of the four identical readout ampli-
fiers is shown in Figure 3-8.

ON OFF
CHIP CHIP

Vdd I ‘Ia

NC3467 
UNITY GAIN 

HA2655

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Vdd GAIN RESTORE AD 7510 
1/2

LI AD T5IO

COMP

L DC
BALANCE

vcc

Figure 3-8. Video Amplifier Schematic
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4.0 FABRICATION PROCESS

The CID Processor chips were fabricated using the P-channel overlapp ing
elect rode process with both the lower and upper electrodes formed from N-
type polysilicon layers. This process has been developed par ticularly for
the fabrication of solid-state imagers and incorporates many safeguards to
maintain a reasonably high yield even with large chip size.

For the subject devices we were able to obtain a functional yield of 87~
and a line defect-free yield of 2 1~ usin g high-quality, hard material masks.
These results are outstanding considering that the chip size is 190 x 210 mils,
larger than most memory or microprocessor chips. A photo of the array is
presented in Figure 4-1. A detailed distribution of defects among the various
elements of the array is shown in Table 4-1 .

Tabl e 4- 1

PROCESSING RESULTS

/
Defect s

— —  0
0..
. ,—4 . 4  I~) ~

0 ~~~ C~i C6 L L~~~~~~

~~ (_) 0 ~~~~~~~~ 9-~~ L ~
.

0 c
‘9-4 . r C) ~~~ 0 ~0 ~ . U )  N U i  C) C)C) C) .. .4-, • ~ — C ) t O
0 ~ 0 0 C ) Q J  O C )  C)

-~ z ~ U

1 56 52 16 29 2 1 13 5

2 56 50 20 22 1 1 13 9

3 56 46 23 11 1 7 13 6

4 56 50 14 28 3 3 12 3

5 56 47 18 17 4 1 14 11

6 56 48 13 25 9 2 7 3

Total 336 293 104 132 20 15 72 37

~ 100 87 31 39 6 4 21 11

The starting material consisted of epitaxial silicon wafers, with the sub-
strate heavily doped with boron; the epitaxial layer was phosphorus-doped
wi th a resistivity of 10 ~.-cm. The thickness of the epitaxial layer was ap-
proximately 25 pin.
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Figure  4-1. Chip Phot~ mirr ograp h

The field oxide is partially countersunk into the silicon surface for elimin-
ating large and abrupt steps at the edges of the active regions. This allows
the use of thicker field oxides, providing higher field threshold voltage s
(—30 V @lP a ) and lower parasitic capacitance (‘— 0. 018 pF/mil 2 ).

The lower level electrode is made of chemical vapor-deposited poly-
silicon, which is then phosphorus-doped to increase its electrical conduc-
tivity.  A sheet resistance of about 10 it per square was measured on a
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polysilicon layer 5000 A thick. A gettering process is coupled to polysilicon
doping for improving the imagers ’ dark current characteristics.

The polysilicon lines are selectively pa ssivated by growing about 3000 A
of oxide in steam. Thus the interlevel capacitance is only 0. 016 pF /rnil2 .
By comparison, the polysilicon electrodes ’ capacitance in the active region s
is 0.26 pF /mil2 with a threshold voltage of -1. 6 V. A second level of poly-
silicon was used for the upper electrode, but it did not extend to the scan-
ning registers section. The top metallization in the scanning registers was
aluminum evaporated from an induction-heated crucible.

Three lots , of 6 wafers each , were processed for this program. In the
first  two lots we used emulsion photoinasks since hard material ones were
not readily available . Yield was very low in these early lots, particularly
in the shift registers. In the course of the failure analysis we were able to
correlate this yield loss to a geometrical distortion of the emuision masks,
known as the Ross effect . t Basically, this is due to the difference in drying
ra tes between exposed and unexposed gelatin during development of emulsion
photomasks. Shrinking of the dark regions by as much as 0. 05 mils at each
ed ge is often observed. In our case, the failure occurred when a polysilicon
lin e overlying a field oxide strip, designed to be 0. 1 mil wider at each edge,
turned out to be coincident , because of the concomitance of the Ross effect
in the polysilicon and field oxide patterns. The aluminum lines could net cross
this enhanced step and broke frequentl y, decreasing the yield.

With the introduction of hard material  masks this problem disappeared
and the high yield of the third lOt , previously mentioned, was observed.

_________________

~F. E. Ross , Astrophysical Journal, Vol . 52 . 98 ( 1920) .
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5.0 PERF ORMANCE

The CID processor arrays were tested in both the normal mode (sequential
scan) and the transform mode. Experimental results are tabulated and com-
pared to the specifications.

5. 1 IMAGER PERFORMA NCE - NOR MAL READOUT

A series of eight packaged arrays from the third 1~ t was tested in the
normal -readout camera. Nondestructiv e readout was verified on all of them ,
as the camera was set up for multiple frame integration. In this mode the
char ge could be injected after n frames where n could be varied from 1 to
1000. Other device characteristics for the series are shown in Table 5-1.
All values are for a readout rate of 30 frames/ second. The gain factors used
for these calculations are based on capacitance measurements and are de-
rived in Appendix B.

The experimental measurements were made using the data collection sys-
tem shown in Figure 5-1. The heart of the system is a microcomputer, con-
sisting of an Intel 8080 processor and 24 kilobytes of user-accessible memory.
A 12-bit A/D converter along with timing logic is used to convert the video
signal into digital form for input to the microcomputer where it is processed
under software control . A teletvpe and control panel are used to control the
data collection. This system was used to measure the following character-
istics.

5. 1. 1 Dynamic Range

Dynamic Range was measured by first taking 100 readings with no illum-
ination. Then 100 readings were taken under full-scale illumination and the
mean value of the background subtracted from each reading. The dynamic
range was the average value of these 100 readings of the signal-minus-back-
ground, divided by the standard deviation of those readings. (the RM S noise
level). The light source used was a tungsten point arc lamp.

The dynamic range measured was about 500:1 for all arrays. Thi s was
achieved with the on-chip signal attenuation of 2:1 ahead of the amplifiers as
described in Appendix B. If the layout error responsible for thi s signal
attenuation were corrected, a dynamic range of 1000:1 would by achieved.

5. 1. 2 Dark Current

The dark current  levels were  measured using the multiple f rame in-
tegration feature of the camera. Dark current buildup was measured after
200 and 300 frames of inte gration. The backg round levels were quite low,
allowing about 17 seconds to reach saturation at 25 °C, equivalent to about
500:1 peak signal to avera ge da rk curr ent r at io, alth ough all of the arr ays
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Table 5- 1

DEVICE CI-TARACTERISTICS

Device Dynamic Dark Current Sensitivity
Number 

- 

Range nA /cm2 a/w

3-5-44 523:1 1. 06 . 14

3-5-~~1 504:1 1.25 . 15

3-5—30 49 1:1 1. 20 . 14

3-5-28 568:1 0. 82 .16

3-5-20 534:1 1. 06 . 14

3-3-46 547:1 1. 11 . 17

3-3-40 513:1 1. 06 . 16

3- 3-28 528:1 0.82 .15

had a few dark current “ spikes. ” The variation in the back ground dark cur-
rent level between arrays is partially due to the variation in temperature of
the arrays. Chip temperature increased by approximately 15°C during oper-
ation. This variation can be reduced by decreasing the power dissipated by
the on -chip preamplifiers.

5. 1. 3 Spectral Response

A representative spectral response (Figure 5-2) was taken on an array from
lot 2 using a calibrated monochrometer. The peak quantum efficiency (45~ )
occurs at a wavelength of . 66 pm. This series of devices was tested for re-
sponse at this wavelength using a collimated light source and narrow band
in terference f i l ter .  .\ United Detector Technology calibrated silicon photode-
tector was used as a reference. The resul ts  are tabulated in Table 5- 1.

5. 1. 4 MTF

Data was take n on the arrays to determine a point spread function , using
a 0. 1 mu light spot from the tungsten arc lamp. The light spot was moved
along a row and column in 1/ 10 element-width increments. These results
are shown in I - ’igures 5-3 and 5-4 . The transfer function was measured using
a series of neut t -~ l density filters. This is shown in Figure 5-5.

5. 1. 5 Uniformi ty

Pixel-to-pixel background variations (f ixed-pat tern noise) were measured
by fi r st takin g the mean of 25 readings at each of 50 sites along an unillumin-
ated row. This was to i ~‘duce temporal noise. The 49 differences between
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Figure 5-2 . Spec t ral R esponse

the mean back ground values for adjacent sites along the row were then summed
and divided by 49 to determine the average pixel-to-pixel background varia-
tion. Typical results are shown in Figure 5-6.

The decrease in f ixed-pattern noise with increasing row number is attrib-
uted to increasing effectiveness of the compensation row, which is Row 128.

Pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations were measured by first  finding the
mean signal (25 readings) for 3/4-full scale illumination, minus the mean
signal (25 readings) , for no illumination, at each of 50 sites along a row. The
49 differences of these signal-minus-background values for adjacent sites were
then averaged to determine the pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation. Figure 5-7
shows that the variation in sensitivity is less than the background variations,
and does not vary significantly across the array.

5. 1. 6 Qualitative Performance

A photograph of the monitor display produced by a typical imager operat-
ing in the normal readout mode is shown in Figure 5-8. A few bright defects
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Figure 5-8. Typical Image , Nor mal Readout

due to localized dark current can be seen. Unfortunately, the wide dynamic
range and low dark current measured on the video signal cannot be shown due
to limitations of the image reproduction system used.

5, 2 IMAGER PERFORMANCE - TRANSFORM READOUT

Several devices from lot 3 were tested in the transform camera. All
imagers tested demonstrated that the spatial transform was being taken. Each
iladamard transform value is simply a binary summation of the analog signals
from a group of pixels. Thus, the weighting factor of each analog signal is
+1 or -1. A one-dimensional transform of a four element block is accom-
plished as follows. The first transform point (Ti) , the lowest spatial fre-

• quency or DC level is the sum of the charge in each of the four elements
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(+4-++) . The next highest frequency (T2) is the sum of the charge in the first
two elements minus the sum of the charge in the second two elements (+4- - -),

The third transform point (T 3) is (+--+) and the fourth transform point (T 4) ,
the hi ghest spatial f requency, is (-F-+-) . These results are summarized in
Figure 5-9.

F III ~~~IT~
1

- 

~~~ r ~~r 
~~~~~~ — — r

- . 
- i - - - ,  - ,L .~~~~~. - I - ,

• . -, 
,

T
~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~

II 12 13 14

T1 = Pi + P2 + P3 + P4
T2 = P 1 + P 2 - P 3 - P 4
T3 = P1 - P 2 - P 3 + P 4
T4 = P1 - P2 + ~~ 

- P4

Where T Transform Value
E Pixel Value

Figure 5-9. Transform R eadout Waveforms
(No Illumination )

In the present array structure, four of these one-dimensional transforms
are read out in parallel, and a two-dimensional transform may be performed
off- chip.

One way to verif y transform operation is to illuminate only one of the
elements in the four element block, and observe the four transform points
on an oscilloscope. When the array is dark all four transform points are
zero (see Figure 5-9). ( The hold tim e for the fourth transform point is
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longer than the hold time for the other three because the shift register must
shift to the next four-element block during this time) . When only the first
of the four elements is illuminated, the first transform point, the sum of the
charge in all four elements, will read + 1 unit, on a normalized scale. The
second transform point also will equal +1 unit, since the sum of charge in the
first two elements is 1 and the sum of charge in the last two elements is 0.
Similarly, the third and fourth transform points will equal +1 unit. This is
shown in Figure 5- 10(a). Now the light spot is moved so as to illuminate only
the second element of the four. The first transform point is still +1 since the
sum of the charge for the four elements is still +1 unit . The second trans-
form point is also +1 unit. The third transform point is now -1 unit because
it is the sum of the charge in the first and fourth element (0) minus the charge
in the second and third element (1) . Similarly the fourth transform point is
-1. This is shown in Figure 5-10(b) . When the light spot illuminates the third
element only, the transform points are +1, -1, -1, and +1 respectively [Fig-
ure 5- 10(c)]. Finally, when the light spot illuminates only the fourth element
the four transform point s are +1, -1, +1, and - 1, respectively [Figure 5- 10(d)] .
It should be empha sized that the waveforms of Figure 5-10 are sampled analog
quantities. The very narrow point spread function of these imagers and the
good transform readout quality results in uniform analog samples that should
not be mistaken for digital signals.

The perf ormance characteri st ic s of the imagers in the trans form mode
were mea sured when applicable. NDRO operation is inherent in the tran s-
for m mode since each pixel must be read out repeatedly to produce the tran s-
for m. Dark current levels and sensitivity are the same as for the normal
mode.

Dynamic range measurement s in the t ran sform mode were hampered
by a pr oblem with the horizontal scanners. In this mode, where four col-
umns must be driven simultaneously, parasi tic coupling to the scanner
outputs caused it to malfunction . Proper operation could be achieved by re-
ducing the drive voltages, but this resulted in a lower dynamic range. Al-
though performan ce was expected to improve due to the fac tor of 5 reduction
in bandwid th, the limited drive capabilities offse t thi s advantage and the dy-
namic range measurements were on the same order as those obtained in the
normal mode.

This scanner inadequacy can be corrected by a circuit modification in
future designs.
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of real-time transform coding of an optical image directly
on a CID imager has been conclusively demonstrated. In addi t ion, picture
quality, in terms of thermal and fixed-pattern noise, MTF, and spectral re-
sponse characteri stics, is excellent . Two minor design deficiencies, not un-
common in new imager designs, were but a minor hindrance in characterizing
device performance. These errors will be corrected in future designs.

The falloff in response at the shorter wavelengths, while expected from
the two-level polysilicon structure, is nevertheless disappointing. Fortu-
nately, the adven t of t ransparent, metal-oxide electrode materials promises
a dramatic improvement in the blue-green response of future devices.

Resolution of the present device is unlikely to be sufficient for a large
number of potential applications; however , the design, wi th its 30 ri-square
sensing site size, can be relatively easily expanded to higher resolution - -
to 256 x 256 and higher.

This development is considered to be an important first step towards the
real ization of miniature, low power, bandwid th - compression , (jam - resistant)
systems suitable for mini-RPV applications . Other potential applications are
in video -guided weapon s and cannon-launched guided projectiles (smart
bombs) .

A scientific imaging application might be in Hadamard-transform spectros-
copy, where the elimination of cumbersome optical masks woul d result in
significant system s implifica tions.

Two areas in which future development is required are:
(a) increased re solution through the design, fabrication, and evaluation

of arrays of the order 256 x 256.
(b) evaluation of total systems performance of a bandwidth-compression

system incorporating such a CID array, including assembly of a
demonstration system.

Ii
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APPENDIX A

1. SCANNER DESCRIPTION

As described in the text, selection of individual subgroups is effected by
means of two serial shift registers fabricated along one horizontal and one
vertical axis of the array. This particular design was developed for use
on high-speed, high-density CID arrays and for this reason has some unique
characteristics not found in the more normal type of IVIOS shift register.

An impor tant observation can be made on the na tu re of the shif t regis-
ters required in this application. As every line (row or column) must be
addressed just once between consecutive initializations of the shift registers,
it follows that a signal “ one ” is always trailed by a series of logic “ zero ”
levels; more appropriately, therefore, ~,ve should call this circuit element a
scanner instead of a shift register.

For this reason we can simplify the design of the scanner as we can
impose without penalty on performance that each stage of the scanner follow -
ing a logic level “ one ” be set at a logic level “ zero. ” Furthermore, by
designing this scanner with noninverting stage s, the number of parallel out-
puts doubles in comparison to a similar register made with inverting stages.
This is due to the fact that an output can be tapped only once for every pair
of inver ter s, because the signal and its complem ent must be held at every
stage.

A main concern in the design of a scanner is the regeneration of the
signal at every stage for avoiding signal losses in the transfers, particularly
those due to gate threshold drops. This problem is overcome with the intro-
duction of bootstrapping in the for m of a MOS varactor capaci tor , which has
the desirable proper ty of being active only in presence of a signal “ one. ”
Thus a noise rejection mechanism is inserted in this scanner as the signal
is transmitted and amplified only if it is above the gate threshold value.

This scanner is clocked by two phase lines with the clock pulses alter-
natively fed to one or the other of the two lines. At any time there is
always a phase line at gr ound level, making a separate ground bus line un-
necessary.

The scanner circuit diagram is shown in Figure A- i . Four MOS tran-
sistors are the active elements of each stage. Two of them, called T1 and
T3, have lar ge aspect ra tios, because their purpose is to transfer the pha se
line clock pulse with the smallest delay to the next stage when the preceding
stage is at logic level “ one.” Specifically, the gate of T1 is connected to the
gate of the bootstrapped MOS varactor T4, which can thus rise above the
phase line voltage and transfe r without threshold losses and at high speed
the clock pulse through Ti. For achieving a significant bootstrapping action
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Figure A-i . Scanner Circuit Diagram

the combined gate capacitance of T4 and T1 should be large in comparison to
the other capacitances associated with the same node, but coupled to the sub-
strate ( ground) , like C1 and Cg2. As the design of T1 is lar gely dic tated by
the selection of an appropriate transconductance value, the main bootstrapping
capacitance is provided by T4 which is laid out as a large area device with as-
pect ratio close to one and with source and drain tied together. As T4 acts
like a char ge reservoir, the square geometry provides an optimum charge
access to the output port allowing shorter time delays in charging and dis-

• char ging.

Transistor T3 is connected in a diode configuration with the gate and the
drain tied together . As a result it allows the char ging of node 5 to take place,
but it cuts off the discharge path , electrically isolating this node during the
fai loff of the phase pulse 

~~~~.

Finally, tra nsistor T2 provides a discharge path for the bootstrapping
capacitance bringing the gate voltage of T4 and T1 to ground after the charg-
in g of node ~ has taken place. This t ransistor  should be designed w ith min-
imum geometry, because it is turned on after node 5 has been electricall y
isolated during the falloff of the phase pulse ~i 

and therefore reduces the
bootstrapping action of T8 by coupling node 5 to the ground.

The aspect ratio of transistor T2 should also be small in comparison to
that of T1 for assuring that T1 completes the discharge of node 4 before it is
turned off by the simultaneous discharge of node 3 through T2. In practice,
T2 is desi gned with an aspect ratio of 1, while T1 and T3 have approximately
an aspect ratio of 6 to es tablish a safe margin in the time constants ratio.

As we refe r to p -channel devices, let us consider that in the initial con-
dition the input voltage V3 is negative and equal to V0 which is equivalent to a
logic level “ one. ” .-\ s a result transistor T4 is “ on ” determining a strong
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cap..~ci tive coupling betwee n the input phase line ~‘i. This coupling is due to
the formation of an inversion layer be neath the gate of T4, which can be inter-
preted as an extension of the source and drain regions in the computation of
the gate-source (drain ) capacitance.

As the phase line ~ is pulsed from 0 to V~,, the large capacitance of T4
overrides the capacitance to ground C1 and bootstraps V3 to VBS which must
be larger than V~ for a complete transmission of pulse ~i through transistor
Ti without threshold losses. The harder Ti is turned “ on, ” the shorter is
the lag in the rise time of pulse ~ at node 4 . Transistor T3 is connected in
a diode equivalent configuration between nodes 4 and 5 and is “ on ” when V4
is more negative than V5 by at least a threshold voltage, VT.

Thus under the influence of pulse ~~j  transistor T3 conducts and draws
current from node 4 for charging C3 and the gate to source (drain)  capaci-
tances of T5 and T3. It will eventually stop conduction when V 5 equals
(V~ - VT), assuming that the gate of T3 is at V~ .

Transistor T2 is turned off during the ~i pulse, because even when the
gate is at the peak voltage (V~ - VT) , this voltage is still less than the source
and drain voltages, V~ and V BS respectively. Thus any current drain is pre-
cluded from node 3, and the bootstrap voltage remains constantly applied to
the gate of Ti until the pulse ends.

When the phase line ~i falls back to zero, transistor T3 is turned off
immediately, letting the voltage at node 5 to reach its equilibrium value V0
as a result of charge redistribution between C3 and the capacitances of tran-
sistors T2, T5, T8, and in smaller degree , of T3. Simultaneously, \ 3 is
brought back to i ts  initial voltage, V0, as the bootstrapp ing action of T4 now
occurs in reverse, and from thi s level V3 falls rap idly to zero as the charge
at node 3 drains through T2, which is now “ on. ”

The vt .Atage ~t node 4, V4. is also decreasing rap idly t o zero as C2 and
the capacitance of T3 are discharged through transistor T1 to phase 

~~~~, 
which

is now zero. Caution must be excercised in the scanner design to ensure that
V 3 does not fall  to zero faster than V4. because as soon as V3 is within a
threshold drop from ~i, Ti is turned “ off” freezing the residual voltage V4.
This problem is avoided by choosing a much larger aspect ratio for T1 than
for T2 and by keep ing C2 reasonably small.

When the phase pulse ~2 starts, the bootstrapping action raises \7~ from
V0 to V BS, repeating the cycle already described for V 3 and pulse ~~j.

For completeness, let us consider the case where in the initial condition
V3 is below threshold, corresponding to a logic level “ zero. ” As transistor
T4 is then turned “ off , ” the bootstrapping action does not occur in presence
of pulse ~ and coupling between node 3 and ground through C1 prevails in
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keeping V3 below threshold so that transistor T 1 re mains “ off”  and no voltage
change occurs in the following stages of the scanner.

Examining the timing diagram, Figure A-2 , we observe the exis tence of
two types of pulses, which can be used as outputs on a capacitive load - - for
example, the gate of a decoder transistor. This feature adds considerable
fle xibility to this scanner , because in some application s it is preferable to
have output pulses at adjacent locations which are slightly overlapping in
time, like V~, V5, and V 7, while  in other cases a complete extenction of a pulse is
t -equirec l before the next pulse starts at the following output, like V4 and 

~~~

This design has been thoroughly evaluated, both analytically and by means
of various computer-aided transient  analysis program s, (such as SCEPTRE) ,
and is used in a number of operational CID imagers. The part icular  design
used in the subject array was fully evaluated and its performane~ verified
for the application.

#1 ~~LJ U
~~2 V# LtI~ Lii
V3 v# L.uI VBS
V4 v#J 

V 5 V~~T~4III =III =
V6 

~~ _~_J —

V7 v
~
° 

~~~
----

~j  
Vas O

~~ 
ta t3 t4 t5 t$ t7

Figure A—2 . Scanner Timin g Dia gra m
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APPENDIX B

f \ R R . \  OUTPUT CAP:\CET .\ N ( ’E

The capacitive load presented to the signal charge and any on-chip voltage
attenuation must be kn own to de te rmine  a r ray  performance factors such as
quantum efficiency, dark current density and noise equivalent signal. The
array schematic diagram, Figure B-i , i l lustrates the on-chip c i rcui t ry  used
to connect four array rows to the on-chi p ]\IOS-I ’ET source followers. A
single logical “ONE ” is t ransfer red  along the vert ical  scanner  to sequentiall y
select the array rows in groups of four. The selected group of four rows is
connected to four sou rce follower ~VIO S-FFT gates providing that the dis-
connect gate (DG ) is energized. The inject ion gate ( IC )  is off dur ing  ar ray
readout. A compensation line (C) has been added to the a r ray  to provide for
cancellation of the capacitively coupled column dr ive  voltage in terference.
This compensation line is selected by a logical “ O R ”  of the vert ical  phase
drive voltages so that it is active for all array readout operations. The com-
pensation signal bus line was located inboard of the row signal bus lines to
insure that the compensation bus would have a dis t r ibuted capacitance that
was similar to the active row signal bus capacitance. The cross-coupling
between the signal lines and the compensation line that was intr oduced by this
choice of compensation bus location resulted in signal a t tenuat ion prior to on-
chip amplification. It resulted in a significant loss in dynamic range, approx-
imately 2: 1, and a small amount of crosstalk between the four a r ray  rows
being read out. These problems can be effectively e l iminated in fu ture  a r ray
designs by a simple topological layout change. The magni tude of the on-chi p
capacitance and voltage attenuation was measured to allow character izat ion
of chip parameters .

The equivalent circuit of - the row selection network is shown in Figure
B-2 . One packaged imager was biased in the normal manner and the magni-
tude of the capacitance components was determined  as follows:

1. The capacitance of all array rows was measured at terminal RVD.
The individual row capacitance, CR, was found to be CR CRVD / i28
= 6. 0 pF.

2 . The sum of the four signal and compensation bus line capacitance,
including the gate input capacitance of the on-chip source followers
was measured at terminal ID .

C~ 4C 5 = 21 . 8 pF

3. The capacitance, looking into the compensation line, was measured
through terminal C.

I Cx Cs I
Cmeagured = C~ + 4 Lcx +c~I 

= 7~ ~

4 . The ratio of crossover capaci tance, C~ , to signal bus capacitance,
C5, was measured by capacitively coupling a small voltage pulse into
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C R ARRAY ROW CAPACITANCE —

C~ SIGNAL BUS LINE CAPACITANCE
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C x :CROSS ~OVER CA PA CITA NCE

Figure B-2 . Row Selection Network Equivalent Circuit

terminal  C and measuring the rat io of source follower output 01 to
outputs 02 through 05. The circuit was maintained at normal bias
voltage during this measurement by periodically pulsing IC whil e
maintaining ID at the row bias voltage. The measured ratio of out-
put 01 to 02 through 05 was 3 to 0. 8 for all four signal outputs.
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31 1 = 0 . 8 . ~~~~
_

LCs~~xJ ‘ C5 11

From this data the array capacitive components was found to be

CR = 6. 0 pF

C5 4. 9 pF

C~ = 2 . O p F

Cx = l .8 pF

A source follower voltage gain of 0. 82 was also measured under these
conditions.

When an area of the array is illuminated uniformly, all four signal bus
lines will have the same video voltage and the cross-coupling capacitance be-
tween signal lines will not act as load capacitance. Signal voltage is coupled
from all four signal bus lines to the compensation line resulting in a fraction
of the signal voltage appearing on the compensation line. Under this condition,
the compensation line voltage is:

- 
r 4 c x 1V~ - V~ [CR +C +4C J 

= 48 V5

Since the compensation line voltage is subtrc~cted from the four signal line
outputs, the effect of this cross-coupling is to attenuate thc signal by approx-
imately two to one. The total on-chip gain, including the source follower , is

- V~
’\

V ) x Source follower gain

VV:~~~~8 V\~~
v5 ) 

X . 82 .43

The loading effect on the cross-coupling capacitance from one signal line
to the compensation line is:

( V~ \
Cx[ 1 - 

~~~~

— } = 0.9 pF
\ SI

The total load capacitance under uniform illumination conditions is:
I Vc\CLOAD = CR + C~ + Cx v )

= 11. 9 pF

Under poin t rource illumination conditions the cross-coupling capacitance
between signal bu~ lines does load the signal charge. The equivalent circuit
for one signal bus is shown in Figure B-3(a) . This equivalent circuit has been
simplified by applying a Y - .~ transformation. The result is shown in
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Figure B-3(b) . Substitution of the measured capacitance values results in the
following load capacitance and gain factors.

Signal Load Capacitance , C8 = 17. 1 pF

Signal on Compensation Line, V~ = . 17 V s
/v -V\

GAIN = ( ~ C x Source Follower Gain = . 68
\ 

V 5 /
SIGNAL

BUS
p • 

~0

—~~~ X

— 

.1. 3 C + C
Cv  __~~~~~- 
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(a) Capacitive Loading & Cross-Coupling
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R 
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+C R +C C ~~~~ 
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) COMPENSATION

— — 2C x + CR + C~
(b ) Simplified Circuit

Figure B-3. On Chip Equivalent Circuit - Point Illumination
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